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Monday, March 13, 1967

NEW MEXICO LOBO

PETE

KENDALL

OUR MEN
AT THE
NIT

Don't Dare Go Home7
(better go to Henrys)

Frigid Wolfpack
Gets Be96~~;by
KnightsI {i6~·;i2i·60
,._,
.

Chicken Dinner 79¢
6 Pieces

$1.49

9 Pieces

$2.19

12 Pieces . . . . . . . . . $2.89

REINHEARDT

15 Pieces . . . . . . . . . . $3.64
with french frle5

(Continued from page 1)
career ~oints and boasts a free
throw percentage of .930 to lead
'!;he nation in that category.
Rutgers Stayed With Aggies
Rutgers ran a great deal
against Utah State with all of
the shooting coming from the outl!ide. Surpri!fingly enough, the
small Rutgers bunch stayed with
the Aggies on the boards which
made a big difference in the outcome of the game.
New Mexico, with Mel Daniels and Bill Morgan up front,
expects to control the boards by
a big margin. Rutgers gives up
approximately three inches per
man to the Lobos, and even the
hot shooting of Lloyd isn't expected to make u:p the difference.
Rutgers Not Expected To Be
Match
While Rutgers isn't expected
to be any match for Coach Bob
King's Lobos, but the crowd could
be. Rutgers is located at New
Brunswick, New Jersey, which
is only 40 miles from downtown
New York.
Against Utah State the Jersey fans, as well as a large New
York contingent filed in to watch
the Scarlet Knights in their first
NIT appearance ever. They were
loud and somewhat unruly and
seemed to give Rutgers that safe
at-home feeling. Lloyd, as well
as Providence's great Jimmy
Walker, seem to be in the good
graces of Madison Square Garden officials.

!

I

tion, Marshall, who upset Villanova 70-68 in overtime, will meet
Nebraska in the first game. In
the nightcap tournament favorite Southern Illinois will meet

Atlantic Coast Conference runner-up Duke.
Duke drew a first round bye
and Southern Illinois won easily
over St. Peter's, 103-58.

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., GG¢--4 tim.,., $2.00. ~tlon•
must be •ubmitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student PubllcatiOtlJI Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

Open II a.m.- I I p.m.

News Roundup uv.~73 Q\v7 v-

us,

k
I'

Continued expansion
of our military and commercial business

FOR RENT.
EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block west ot
UNM, $79.60 to $8G.CO all utllltleo paid.
Some with improvcrnenta. Furnlt!hed, ol!etreet parking, Call Sam Cooper, 2668671, ev.,.. 842-8280. Calrd•Norrla Realty.
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE apartment. 2 bedroom, new tnrnlt!hinge, i!lllcleney kitchen. A11 utllltl.,. In·
eluded. Call Sam Cooper, 265-8671, ev.,.
842·8280. Calrd~Norrla Realtv. 2/6, 9, 10:

As you contemplate one ofthe most important decisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. like most everyone
else, we offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits, including our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more Important to you and your future, Is the wlde·open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology,

SERVICES
CLEAN, oil and adjust J>Ortable type'Wrlters $9.00, . Electric $12.50, Standard
$11.00. Special for UNM Studenta. Free
pick up & delivery. E .t E Typewriter
Service, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243·0688.
!<'LIGHT Instruction. $12.50 per h~. Dual

instruction In a Cherokee 180. Plume
3/9, 10, 13, 15.

842-1!635.

LOST

And make no mistake about It ••• you'll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth and to its national defense
as well,

For further Information concerning a career with Pratt

& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

LOST: Squuh &r-om Necklaee. On Satunta:r, -March 4. Unlvenltv Arena area.
Reward offered. Phone 344-1846.
8/9, 10, 13, IG.
LOST&FOUND

t.OST: Our Pet. Small female Beagle.
'l'rlOO!orl!d-black, white, and tan. Mias-

.,•

ing approxirbalcly three we<ks. UNM
area. Rewar!l olfered. Phono 242·6662,
8/13, 1G, 16.

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-where technical careers offer
exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting stability-where engineers and scientists are recognized as
the major reason for the Company's continued success.

oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI·
CAL ENGINEERING • ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, CERAMICS,_ PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS.

SPECIALISTS IN PoWER • •• POWER FOR PRoPULSIONPOWER FOR AlJXILfARY SYstEMS. CURRENT UnLIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFt MISSILES
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUstRIAL APPLICATIONs:

Pratt & Whitney Rlrcraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HAliTFORI:l, CONNEC'TICUT

....

6

michael, has been classified 4-F
by his Selective Service board in
New York City. The 25-year-old
Negro leader had said he would
not serve if drafted but he is
virtually exempted from military
duty by the classification.

--o- '"'·' ·Mrs. Johnson on Tour
ASHEVILLE, N.C.-Mrs. Lyndon Johnson was in the tiny
mountain hamlet of C a n a d a
Township, North Carolina, yesterday to inspect the National
Teachers Corps progress in educating mountain children. Mrs.
Johnson is making a three-state

Spring Enrollment Shows
Increase Over L'ast Year

for virtually every technical talent.

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHAN·
ICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures

By United Press International
GENEVA- The United States
and the Soviet Union have joined
together in an effort to get a nonproliferation treaty approved at
the 17-nation disarmament talks
in Geneva. In an unprecedented
move, the two nuclear powers
have pledged that nations renouncing nuclear weapons always
will be free to use atomic energy
for peaceful purposes.
Carmichael Classified 4-F
NEW YORK CITY-The head
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Stokely Car-

FOR SALE
FOR BALE: '65 MGD blue Roadster, Wire
whcelo, radio. Like new. Going overscu.
Price $1790. Phone 242-8174.
3/9, 10, 13, 15.

/)f1-o•

~·.3M
Russ1a
ove For

--a-

provides openings

Listen to KUNM
WANT ADS

1916 Central SE

'3 7'1. 1'?9

Southern Illinois Favorite
In tonight's quarter final ac-

90.1 Mcs.

· across the street from campus

"A KAMPUS KAPER" was Phi Delta Theta's contribution to Monday night's stunt night which kept
Gr.eek Week ac.tivities on campus rolling. The Phi Delts captured first place in their divisi;n with their
skit. Alph~, Ch1 O~ega too~ first place in the w~?•e!i's divisi.on with their skit entitled "Belly up to the
Ba~, _Bqys, from The Unsmkable Molly Brown. S1gma Ch1 took second place in the fraternity competition, and Delta Gamma was second in the sorority competition. A total of 17 groups participated.
(LOBO photo by Pawley.)

Alums Appeared In Game
New Mexico has many fans in
this area and many alums showed
up for the game and practice sessions.
In Saturday's contest many
Providence fans stayed around
to see New Mexico whip Syracuse. The pep band stayed and
~layed for the UNM chaparrals
throughout the game and added
a lot to offset the large Syracuse
crowd.

'.

~

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

r'"l

i'h..

DIVISION 0,.. UNI'T'I:D

u
R"""

COArfo,

All Equal Opportunity Employtr

i .

Spring semester registration at
UNM this year showed a 6 per
cent gain over 1966-12,157 this
year compared with 11,476 a year
ago, J.C. MacGregor, Director of
Admissions and Registrar, re~
ported.
Male students at UNM outnumber women 7,420 to 4,737,
MacGregor noted.
UNM's spring enrollment by
colleges and schools is: University College, 4,137; Arts & Sciences, 2,032; Business Administration, 345; Education, 1,060;
Engineering, 548; Fine Arts, 376;
Nursing, 82; Pharmacy, Hi(};
Graduate School, 2,250; Law, 157;
Medicine, 66. Additionally, there
are 943 students in the non-dep-ree category.
126 Unclassified
MacGregor's report listed the
:following enrollments by class:
freshman, 2,6'18; sophomore, 2,730; junior, 1,685; senior, 1,460;
fifth year (pharmacy and archi·
tecture), 64; sixth year (architecture), 7. In addition, MacGtegor said, thel'e are 126 students
with unclassified status.
Most o:f the UNM students are
New Mexico residents-10,324 of
them. Of the remainder, 1,647
come from other states in the
United States, and 186 come from
territories and foreign nations.
California, with 282 students at
UNM, ranks second in place of
origin, followed by Texas, 163;
New York, 146; Illinois, 126; and
Colorado, 71.
Bernalillo J,eacler
MacGregor said the University
this spring is educating students
from every county in the state.

Bernalillo, of course leads the
list with 8,133 students. From
the other counties: Catron, 3;
Chaves, 117; Colfax, 52; Curry,
43; DeBaca, 6; Dona Ana, 68;
Eddy, 98; Grant, 34; Guadalupe,
13; Harding, 4; Hidalgo, 10; Lea,
70; Lincoln, 24; Los Alamos, 388.
Luna, 21; McKinley, 140;
Mora, 5; Otero, 152; Quay, 35;
Rio Arriba, '19; Roosevelt, 12;
Sandoval, 108; San Juan, 150;
San Miguel, 21; Santa Fe, 281;
Sierra, 10; Socorro, 22; Taos, 54;
Torrance, 26; Union, 11; and
Valencia, 134.

Treaty

tour on behalf of the President's
education programs.

--aHundreds Killed in China Riots
HONG KONG- News reports
in Hong Kong tell of a brawl in
the South China city of Canton
. . . a brawl in' which several
hundred persons were clubbed
and stoned to death. The battle
involved Chinese army troops sent
to take over factories where workers were on strike.
---o-Nixon Clubs Organized
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Dr.
Gaylord Parkinson, a California
physician, announced plans to organize "Nixon· for- President"
campaign clubs around the nation.
Richard Nixori gave tacit approval to the drive to win the 1968
Republican Presidential Nomination.

--oDeGaulle Postpones Reshuffle
PARIS -French President
Charles de Gaulle has decided to
postpone any cabinet reshuffle.
This despite the fact four of his
ministers were defeated in the
weekend elections.

--aEverybody on Time
HALESOWEN, Eng 1andBusinessman Frank Lewis is fed
up with lateness and absenteeism.
He told his employes that any! ody who came to work more than
three minutes late would be fired.
Everybody was on time todayfor the first time in years.

I
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~
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By NOOLEY REINHARD''f" •
New York-New Mexico dropped its second straight NIT
quarterfinal game Tuesday night as upstart Rutgers upset
the highly regarded Lobos 65 to 60 at Madison Squmte
Garden.
New Mexico shot a cold 35 per cent from the floor compared to Rutgers' 52 per cent.
New Mexico attempted 27 more shots than did the Scarlet
Knights, but just couldn't
find the range. The Lobos
fired off 77 attempts while
holding Rutgers to 50.
All-American guard Bobby
Lloyd proved his potential
as he scored 23 points. With

Tuition Increase
Is Recommended

By BOB STOREY
A $30-a-semester tuition increase for resident students and
a $60-a-semester increase for nonresidents in the state's colleges
and universities was recommended
Monday by the House Appropriations Committee of the New Mexico Legislature.
The tuition increases, expected
to provide $1.8 million in additional income. are required by
House Bill 300 adopted by the
Appropriations Committee and
submitted to the House today.
Bill Introduced
"The bill was developed by the
House Appropriations Committee
and representatives of both the
Senate Finance Committee and
the State Board of Educational
Finance. It will be introduced in
the House today," said Dr. Bill
McConnell, executive secretary of
the BEF.
"The bill is a compromise
worked out to provide money for
a $4.3 million increase in higher
educational spending recommended by the BEF," McConnell said.
"Instead of getting the entire
increase from the state's general
fund, $2.5 million will come from
the fund and $1.8 million will
come from tuition increases," he
said.
Tuition Debated
"There was considerable debate
in the committee on the subject
of tuition increases. They voted
almost unanimously for the increase," McConnell said.
The compromise was reached to
k"?ep the $4.3 million increase recommended by the BEF. Edward
Hartman, Governor Cargo's financial director, had recommended a $1.6 million increase which
was rejected by the state's universities. Representatives · of the
schools asserted that the increase
was not enough to both maintain
existing programs and expand.
Difference Emphasized
McConnell emphasized the difference between tuition for state
institutions, which is set by the
legislature, and fees charged by
(Continued On Page 5)

14 of them coming in the second
half. Teammate Jim Valvano added 14 to help spark the Scarlet
Kni)!hts to their second straight
NIT upset. They beat Western
powerhouse Utah State by 2
points in an opening round game
Saturday.
New Mexico's coach Bob King
said, "We didn't shoot well enough
to win. We have shot better but
we're not a great shooting team.
"We didn't get enough boards to
offs~t their shooting."
New Mexico's All-American Mel
Daniels said that shooting made
the difference in the ballgame.
"We got the shots, but the ball
just didn't fall in for us." He added that Lloyd is as good a college guard as he has ever lleen.
Lloyd had nothing but praise
for the 6-foot-9-inch Daniels. "He
is a true All-American," Lloyd
said, "He is really a great player.
He never hollers at his teammates
or asks for the ball to shoot. He
just plays a great game."
The Lobos led early in the game
on baskets by Ben Monroe and
Ron Nelson. It looked as thou~h
Monroe would shake off the jinx
he has had since scoring 41 points
against Brigham Young, but
again!Jt Rutgers he tallied 14
points hitting only 7 of 28 tries.
Nelson matched his point total
of 15 points that he had in the
opening round game that found
the Lobos dumping Syracuse 66
to 64. King thought that Nelson
did a good job on Lloyd and Lloyd
agreed that Nelson had done his
job well.
New Mexico trailed 31 to 25
{Continued On Page 8)

THUNDERBIRD
The THUNDERBIRD, UNM
literary magazine, is now ac~
cepting contributions for its
spring issue. The deadline is
Monday, March 20. Any mat-rial may be taken to the English office in Bandelier Hall,
the THUNDERBIRD office in
th2 journalism buildinl', or the
art department office.

UNM Aids Latin American Education
UNM, through its internships
in Latin American Education
Program, is playing a vital role
in the development of educational
planning in Latin America. The
program is under the leadership
of Chester C. Travelstead, Dean
of the College of Education, and
Hershey Julien, Associate Project Director.
The program was initiated by
f.ormer academic vice-president
Harold L. Enarson early in 1965.
Einarsmt had been on loan f1•om
UNM to the Agency for International Development in Washington, D.C. when he became awa1·e
of tho drastic shortage in the
United States of educators with
Latin American experience .
S!Jeeial Grant
The Ford Foundation awarded

UNM a special grant in 1965 to
finance the Internships Program
and since then, UNM has been the
administrative center for its continued operation,
When Ena1•son left UNM to assume the presidency of Cleveland
State University in 1966, Dean
Travelstead took over direction
of the program. The main objective of the project was to pl'epare
qualified men to serve in educationlil planning in Latin Amel'ica
with agencies such as AID, UNESCO, and in !lOme cases Latin
American governments.
First Went to Brazil
The first class of interns went
irto the field in the summer of
1.965 with assignments in Venl'ZUela, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Brizil, and by special t•equest,

Malawi, Africa. Aftel' a year's
work, five of the original 11 man
contigent returned to the United
States, £our to resume doctoral
studies and one to teach. The
other five are remaining at their
posts for longer terms of service.
The interns participating in the
program are under the supervision o£ the UNM staff and faculty. Each intern is directly employed by the, University and is
classed as a Research Associate.
Rough Orientation
Interns are limited to a 1 or 2
year term o£ service and are paid
$600 per month plus travel expenses for. themselves and their
aapendents, modest housing allowances, and UNM health and
life insumnce benefits. Interns
go through rigorous orientation
procedures before being assigned

.

;
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to a foreign country.
Julien said that the Ford Foundation grant was only for ~
classes o£ interns and since the
second class is presently in the
field, the program is in a close
~own phase.
Possible Renewal
However, the directors of the
program are presently studying
the possibility of having the program refinanced by the Ford
Foundation or the Federal Government.
Professor Frank Angel of the
College of Education nnd Profes·
sor Marshall Nason, Director of
Latin American Language and
Study Center at tJNM, visited
inte1•ns in Venezuela, Colombia,
Mexico, and Ecuador last January and February. Julien will
visit interns
in Brazil
.
. next month,
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Symphony Tickets

'\'

ay

admissions have been · off!l~e!l·-at
''bargain prices" to the students
since the o~chestra moved into
the Concert Hall,

Half-price tickets for the Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra ):Jerformance slated at 8:15 p.m.
Thurs~lay, March 16, are offered
UNM students.
William Martin, director of the
UNM Concert Hall, scene of
Thursday's con c e r t featuring
Zara Nelsova, cellist, said the
tickets are being sold at the box
office. He noted that remaining

Miss Knight Likes Politics

r"''·""

Sell at J-falf Prid~~:
1

Know Your Senator

•I

***

Rush' Party
Apowa, UNM service sorority,
will have a rush party Thursday,
Mar. 6 11t 7:30 p,m. in ~·oom 250D
of the Union. All interested women are invited.

YOUR
PERSONAL
SERVICE
JEWELER

•

CAPRI

Terms
Arranged

Featured in
Bride's • Bride & Home
Modern Bride , Mademoiselle
College Fraternity Magazines

•

Member
American

Gem
Saciety

***

***

reign over the activities. The
semiformal dance begins at 9
p.m. The Stardusters will play.
Queen Candidates Announced
Queen candidates for the contest are Caroline Armijo, spanso red by the chemical engineers;
Diana Moeller, sponsored by the
electrical engineers; Cissy King,;
sponsored by the civil engineers; I
and Ruth Hammond, sponsol·ed
by the mechanical engineers.
The candidates will be intra-

duced at the Engineering Assembly which will begin the two days
of activities. The assembly will
be on Friday, March 17, St. Patrick's Day.
The election of Engineers' Joint
Council officers and a discussion
of the weekend acvtivities is also
planned for the assembly. All candidates fo!.' the presidency of 196768 E.J.C. will present a planned
program of proi<'cts and events to
be handled by the engineering colleges during the next year. All
engineering students are urged to
attend these events.
SJlecial Events Planned
This Thursday night a inter-

departmental basketball game will
be held in Johnson Gym from 9: 30
to 11:30 p.m., and Friday the
Engineers will be involved in various field events among which
are volley ball games, slide rule
races, and other "events" in the
afternoon.
Tickets for the Engineering
dance will be sold throughout the
Engineering quadmngle and may
be purchased at the door. Voting
for the queen will be done on
ticket stubs at the dance.
Invite Engineering Professors
The profesSOl'S of the engineering departments have been invited
to the ann ua] dance, as guests of

============~~=-----·------

UNM CONCERT HALL

ENTIRE OUTFIT

to apply new concepts and to use
Dear Engineering Students:
engineering
developments whose
Your success as a practicing
are
now completely
identities
engineer will depend upon your
do
this, you must
unknown.
To
ability to do creative engineering
work in your contemporary so- .make the learning of new facts
ciety. For you, this is a future and ideas an intrimic part of
world because you will not reach your every day living,
All that you can reasonably
your professional maturity until
expect
from yonr formal college
1975 or beyond.
intelligently
and constructively
The only certainty in your career will be continuous change.
The techniques of current art and
practice will be sometimes outdated almost as soon as they are
devised. The future engineerand you are the engineer of the
future-must acquire the ability

COAT and
TROUSERS

lnclud ng Shirt, cummor·
bund, Tie, Handkerchief,
C u ff I i n k s, Studs, and
Boutonniere,
$l O.OO

6.50

5Amt8,.~
FIRST AND GOLD

DIAL 247-4347

FREE PARKING

We've got the best facilities, the finest benefits, and blub, blah,

..

visioned by,
·the etub.
... l ... ,. ;,..

,.,if,,.

J

I' >f.

~

..........

'

.........

~

··

education is the capacity to act
as an engineer and as a responsible citizen. To ensure long-term
success as a professional person,
continuing education will be absolutely necessary in the years
ahead.
Yours in St. Patrick,
Richard H. Clough, Dean
College of Engineering

***
-

Engineers Honor
St. 'Patrick's Day

.

CAROLINE ARMIJO, 18-ycar-old freshman frpm Albaquel'Que,
is the Chemical Engineers' candidate for queen. Miss Armijo is a
sociology major.

By the authority of Sl!ltt.L
Patrict;·; J(lng recognized7.·,¢!
Patrm~nt
-.-......-.. of all engineer&-.
..,.
and wh~as March 17 has·~
long been::held as a day in h'is
is 1\~i;eby · pro-·

Building, Budget·

• \1>- ~I

the College. Dean of the College
of Engineering is Dr. Richard
Clough.
Nearly 500 people are expected
at the dance.
Dress for the events will be the
shamrock green of St. Patrick's
Day, honoring the Engineering·
patron saint. Unwary coeds who
pass the engineering buildings
without their green, Friday or
Saturday, should be p1•epared to
face the higl1 court of the slide
rule students.
This year the engineering fish
pond is full. As in the past, students who are not wem·ing green
will be thrown into it.

Engineers Urged to Create

-;-

-

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
A $7000 budget has been tentatively approved by the National-International Affairs Committee for the opening of an International Center at UNM and a
building has been acquired.
"The budge~ will be submitted
""ifur Student Senate approval in
the near future/' said Charles
Miller, committee chairman. Baker Morrow, member of the Student Senate, told the LOBO last
night that a straw vote in that
body indicated "overwhelming approval" for the project.
Popejoy Aids
Morl'OW also said that the building planned for use was acquired
primarily through the direct efforts of UNM President Tom
Popejoy. The residence of a for•
mer faculty member located at
1808 Las Lomas will probably
be occupied next September.
"It's a small start,'' Morrow
added, "but we intend to make
the Center's programs as effective
as possible within our limitations
~i>f size.''
The various groups interested
in the center, the International
Club, the Foreign Students Ad.
visor, the National-International
Affairs Committee, and. Student
Government are. . all presently
looking for a qualified director
for the .center~
.
The termli o:f th:e director'!! job
are Mw · liomewhat:. uncertain;
· · Morrow. sai4, but he will definitely
receiye a salary.
.
.
. Johrr Baku; president of' the . ·
International- Club~ said that. non.:•.
cUi::ricular language . classea will ·
• . probably be offered in the .cen-. .
-ter, amt.·.·allo-, ilolloouial Englillb. . .
elaBI!Ies for foreign students. A .
small. sidewalk ea:fe Ia. also en- .

***

Engineering Ball Will Be Held Saturday
Annual Engineering Day activities will end this Staurday evening with the Engineering Ball
in the ballroom of the Holiday
Inn. All students in the electrical
civil, chemical, and mechanicai
departments at the University ineluding freshmen engineers are
invited to the affair.
The followers of the slide rule
will elect their queen from candidates sponsored hy each department, and the queen will

Perfect for the
EASTER BRIDE.
the subtle beauty of

r1

***

t~Center Acquires

.·

•
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

By LINDA MITCHELL
"I didn't have the faintest idea
of how to write a bill," grinned
Student Senator Anne Knight as
she reviewed her first semester's
work in student government.
The 20-year-old sophomore is
now plowing into the middle of
student government activities and
is particularly interested in a new
programming committee which
would co-ordinate campus events
and pel·haps inCl'ease their efficiency,
Miss Knight said she would
like to see a popular entertainment committee which would be
re~ponsible for bringing in entertamment that would serve a larger majority of students. As of
now, classical and modern entertainment is lumped together in
the cultural committee.
"They like the game of politics
and sometimes they get bogged
down doing things for themselves," Miss Knight said as she
described some Senat01·s. "Deep
down inside, I think they really
want to help students," she explained.
Blasting the general student
attitude about student govemment, she said most students don't
bother to find out what is going
on. "They think its just like high
school student council," she said
Agreeing that "it makes a dif~
ference when you Jive at home 11
Miss Knight explained that she is
from Albuquerque and has lived
at home, in the dorm, and is now
at the Kappa Alpha Theta house.
~h~ feels that she is lucky to be
hvmg on campus.
"Many town students don't
know what university life. is like/'
she emphasized. "They aren't
aware of the· kids· that are thousands of miles from home.''
Miss Kni.ght said that many
s~de~ts thmk college- is just a
b1g htgh school and .when they
finally graduate they are just as
_ll~allow as if they had. no univer-.
stty education. at -alt. !'That makes:~
me sick to my stomach. • • • I
really feel sorry for. people. ·like.
that," she said. ·

NEW MEXICO LOB0

Sure, you've heard it before -probably from so many
companies it's lost its meaning for you.
·
So we'll skip the story about our having the best,
or the most, or the finest of anything. Even if we
think privately that it's true, it still remains for you
to be convinced.
We do have a booklet about our facilities, the work
we do, the places where we work, the cities and
towns we live in.
And if you'v:e got the maturity to know that a
man gets ahead on his own demonstrated ability

A :Holiday (to be held Fri__ ··. day, March 17)
All ye·engineers are to pay
homage by wearing of the
green and to be present for
Friday morning and afternoon for partaking in Engineers' Day activities.
Sporting contests to determine the most favored will
also be held.
Also ye shall be at the Engineers' Ball and the
crowning of His Queen the
RUTH HAMMOND has been selected by the mechanical engineers
following eve.
to represent them in the Engineering Queen competition Thursday.
-Knight of Saint Patrick
Miss Hammond is a junior history major from Albuquerque. She

to handle a job, you're the kind of man Collins would
like to talk with.
We suggest you see your college placement officer for details. If he happens to be out of Collins
Career books, write to Manager of Professional
Em~loyment, Collins Radio Company, hi Cedar
Raptds, Iowa; Dallas, 'fexas, or Newport Beach
California.
'
Then, contact the Collins representative when he
vit:dts the campus. You'll get straight talk about
careers at Collins.

New Building in Future

U. Engineers Number 470
The Engineering College, sec- Engineers' Joint Council. The of·
ond oldest college at UNM, is fleers of Engineers' Joint Council
composed of the Civil, Mechani• are Dennis Lee, president; Rich·
cal, Electrical, and Chemical En- ard Byhre, vice-president; Thomg in e e ring undergraduate and as McAdams, treasurer; and Pat
graduate .·departments. The .. N~· Trimble, secretary. ·The Engi·
clear Engineering department IS neers' Joint Council is the coordithe fifth· and newest graduate nating council for the four pro•
level department. The college, .to- fessional organizations in the colcated on the west end of~t4UNM lege who represent all of the
catli):JUS, wilt have a rieW."lml''(li.ng undergraduate students.
with graduate resear_!!p;app frl!slt·
The four professional organizaman etas!! fa1,1ilities }n. !lie~ A~ar tions are the American Institute
future,
... --~·..- ,,
of Chemical Engineers with Larry
Have Joint Councn·--·
Hatler, president; the American
The 470 undergraduate stu· Society of Civil Engi~eers with
de:nts of the colle~e are represen~- I •.D •. Bowerm.a:n, prestdent; .the
ed to student• govlil'Dment• by"the'"'' Amencan Soctety of Mechamcal
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Engineers with Roger Paroz,
president; and . the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics EngineerFJ with Richard Byhre, president.
Coordinate Activities
The main duties of Engineers'
Joint Council are the cootdinating
of the various professional and
social activities of the Engineer•
ing College. The professional activities include Engineers' Open
House, field trips, speakers, and
various undergraduate research
paper contests. The social activities are Engineers' Day and the
Engineers' Ball.

DIAN A MOELLER, Albuquerque · senior, is the elec~rical en·
gineers' candidate for queen. Miss Moeller is majoring in. speech
with an emphasis in television and radio. She is · pl,'esident of
Mortar Board and charman of the Women's Residen~e Halls
Standards Board. She has also been named to Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities and was a candil\ate fot
Homecoming queen,
.

...

.

Wellu~&lon
•
,.. •

***

is also a member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority.

COMMUNICATION I COMPUTATION I CONTROL

~
COLLINS

CISSY KING, Albuquerque junior, will represent the Civil Engineers in Queen competition. Miss King is majoring in recreation. She has been a Chaparral and is presently a cheerleader.
She was queen of Coronado Hall in 1966 and was queen attendant
at the 1966 Homecoming.
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Disputes Persist

Calling U
WEPNESDAY

Dance; Wedne:!day ~'fight Dance. Union
Ballroom. 8 p.m. Adm. 25 cents.
Stage: Rodey Theater Pl'e!!ents Shaw's
''Cnesur and Cleopatra." Rodey Theater,
8 :30 p.m. Stndents !roe with Activity
Card. General, $1.50.
Student Government: Student Se'lla.te
meeting. Upstairs Union, '1 p,m. Open
Gallery. Expect notion on Blq; student
membera on campus safety comm.; Bl7:
establishing Detty Hall Memorial Award;
B18: establishing Henry Kiker Memorial
Award; Bl9: allocating $250 to NSA for
Student Discount program.
Sports: BasebaU Lobos meet Univ. of
Albuquerque. Tingley Field, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY
Concert: Albuquerque Symphony Orch..
estra under conductor Mau1;ice Bonney,
Guest cellist is Zara. Nelsova. Co~cert
Hall, 8 :15 p,m, Student seats are $1.50,
of'.o.erved are $4, $3,50, $2.50.
Film: ~'Electra.'' Greek. Union Theater,
7, 9 :30 p.m. Adm, 50 cents with Student,
Faculty or Staff ID Card.
Stage: 14 Cnesn.r and Cleopatra" continues. See above listing.
Special: Slave Sale for Greek Week,
Sigma Chi House- 2 p.m.

FRIDAY
Special: St. Paes Day.
Stage: Dance Workshop directed by
Elizabeth Waters. Fine Arts Recital Hall,
8 :15 p,m, Students 75 cents, genera.l, $1.
Speakers: H.S. Speech Tournament.
Union, 8 a.m.
Fihn: 1Camille." A fihn classic starring
Greta Garbo and Robert Taylor. Union
Theater, 7, 9:80 p.m. Adm. 50 cents with
ID Card.
Stage! "Caesar and Cleopatra" con·
tinues. See above listing.
SATURPAY
Concert: Chad and Jeremy, Concert
Hall, 8:30 p.m. Adm, $2. Tickets selling
at Concert Hall Box Office and Union
Box: Office.

Sports: State H.S. Swimming Championships, Johnson Gym, Prelim. 10 a.m ••
Finals 7 p.m. Students, 50 cents. General
$1.
Speakers: H,S. Speech Tournament.
Union, 8 a.m.
Film: "What's N cw Pussycat 1.. stars
Peter O'Toole nnd Peter Sellers, Union
Theater, 7, 10 p.m. Adm. 25 cents with
ID Card.
Stage: Dance Workshop. See above
listing.
Sports: Baseball, Lobos meet Univ. ot
Denver. Home. 1 p.m.

Published Monday, Wedn4;!sday. Thursd&.y a.nd Friday of the regular Unjversity year by .the
Student Publications Boara of the A:5sociated Students of the Uruvers1ty of. Ne'Y Mex.1co.
Second class poetage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico, Printt!d ,bY the UmversJty .Pr1.nt..
ing Plant. Subecril'tion rate: $4.o0 for the school year, payable m •4•ance. All ed1!or1als
and sfa"ned. columna expreas the views of the writer and not nccessarll:t those Qf the Stu·
dent }>ublloatlona Board or of the University.

Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- Lynne Frindell
Managing Editor ------· --------------------------- Chuck Noland
Business Supervisor ---------------------------- Richard P. French
Advertising Manager ------------------------------- Richard Pfaff
Sports Editor --------------------------------- Nooley Reinheardt
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Reynolds, Judy Rogers, David Lucero, Diane Berrier

Good Show, Lobos
THE LOBOS TOOK a drubbing from the Scarlet Knights
of Rutgers University last night, 65-60, dropping them from
the NIT roster and sending them home.
The Lobos had won their first game in an earlier round
of the NIT by squeaking by the Orangemen from Syracuse
University, 66-64.
A lot of hard work and money from UNM personnel and
townspeople made the trip possible for the Chaparrals and
the cheerleaders to aecompany the team to New York, and
we would like to thank them. We would also like to thank
J{OB-TV for the coverage they gave the team and the enthusiastic backing from local fans and businessmen.
THE LOBOS DID NOT make it to the finals as they did
several years ago, but they were good enough to get their
third NIT bid in four years. The team and Coaches Bob
King and Harv Schmidt too deserve a pat on the back for
again bringing nationwide recognition to UNM through its
basketball program even if they did have a cold night against
Rutgers last night.

SUNDAY

Film: ~'What's New PussYcat?., Stars
O'Toole and Sellers. Union Theater, 6, 8
p.m. Adm. 25 cents with ID Card.
Stage: Dance Workshop. See above
listing.

Yes, On The /-Center
FOREIGN STUDENTS at UNM have come out on the
winning end in their attempt to obtain funds for some sort
of international center with the tentative approval of a
$7000 budget by the National-International Affairs Committee. The })udget still has to go to Student Senate for approval
before it becomes final.
This tentative approval comes after a struggle of several
months by John Bakas, president of the International Club
and a Student Senate ad hoc committee for a building to
house the center and the money to run it until it could get
on its feet.
The struggle came to a temporary standstill at the end of
last semester when 31 pickets futilely demonstrated in front
of the administration building confronting President Popejoy and Administrative Vice-President Sherman Smith with
their plea for funds.

lltONDAY
Concert: Senior Recital for ·wendy Ford,
Clarinet. Fine Arts Recital Hall, 8:15
p.m. Free.
Specia.l: Greek Week End6.
TUESDAY
Specia.l: Spring Recess begins, 10 D.m.
Sports: Baseba.U. Lobes meet Colo.
State U. H<>me, 3 p.m.
• ~tVoncert: Seni<>r Recital for VIolinist
Alice Merrill, Concert-master for UNM
Orchestra. Fine Arts Recital HaU, 8:15
p.m. Free.
COMING
Concert: The Righteous Brothel'&. March
31 (Sat.), Johnson Gym, 8 p.m. Students,
$1.o0, General, $3.o0, Tickets seUing at
Concert Hall Box Office and Union ticket
booth.
Speaker: James Meredith. April 14
(Fri.),

FCC License Exams
To Be Held in April
Examinations for all classes of
Commercial, Amateur Extra and
Amateur General radio operator
licenses will be conducted April
~~o'Ui 7 and 8 at three different locations in Albuquerqul!.
Examinations for Amateur Gen•
.,ral, Amateur Extra and Commercial Radiotelegraph will be
conducted Thursday, April 6 at
8:00 a.m. in Room 6008 of the
F'ederal Building.
Examinations :for radiotelephone
operator will be conducted Friday
and Saturday, April 7 and 8 in
Building 932 of the Mecca Service Club at Kirtland Air Force
Base, and in the Albuquerque
High School Cafeteria. Cammer·
cia! examination may be taken at
either location on either day.

NOW THROUGH THE EFFORTS of President Tom Popejoy, the International Club has gained a small, but adequate,
house at 808 Las Lomas N.E. as a start. It is not a modern
structure of glass and steel, but it is a beginning and the
seed from which some such structure could be realized.
Charles Miller, chairman of the committee, has said that
UNM is becoming a cosmopolitan university and explained
that an international center is part of that tradition.
The Center would provide a library and a cafeteria, plus
offer courses in foreign languages and culture that are not
part of the regular UNM curriculum.
HERE IS A CENTER, when once established, which could
benefit the townspeople as well as the students. Courses, en~
tertainment, and exhibitions would be open to the public to
enjoy and learn from. With this in mind, perhaps several city
organizations would be willing to contribute money and
effort to helping this International Center establish itself as
an institution at UNM as well as in Albuquerque.
-Lynne Frindeli

In CIA-NSA Ties
By STEVEN A. BOOKSHESTER
The Collegiate Press S.ervice
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)As the Economist magazine of
England commented this week,
"What is astonishing about the
far-ilung cultural enterprises of
the Central Intelligence Agency
is that they were kept so quiet
so long."
One Washington reporter called
the CIA's use of a small number
of front foundations as conduits
for funds "the worst intelligence
operation I have ever seen.'' The
reporter told a former Agency official that the CIA deserved to
have its "cover" destroyed if only
because of the inte1ligence organization's clumsiness.
And there was conflict within
the ranks of the National Student
Association (NSA), which had
started the whole CIA controversy with its admission of Agency
relations two weeks ago.
At a week-end press conference, W. Dennis Shaul, NSA's
president during 1962-1963, said
the student group's receipt of CIA
funds did not impair "the independence of any of NSA's principles or programs.''
Shaul said allegations that
NSA officials had been "trapped"
or "duped" by the CIA were "arrant nonsense." The charges had
been made by NSA's National
Supervisory Board a week ago.
The supervisory group said that
NSA officials and staffers were not
told about the CIA relationship
until after a national security
agreement, carrying penalties of
up to 20 years for disclosure of
information, was signed.
Shaul's statement was signed,
with one exception, by all NSA
presidents between 1952 and
1964. Included in the signers was
Robert R. Kiley, NSA's chief of·
ficer in 1959, who is now reported
to be an employee of the CIA.
Shaul said he did not know Kiley's
present address, but that he was
"somewhere in \Vashington."
Kiley, who lives in Washington's Georgl!town section, has not
been available since the CIA controversy began. Another signer
of the statement, Harry Lunn,
is now executive director of the
Foundation for Youth and Student Affairs of New York
(FYSA), identifil!d by NSA
sources as an important CIA con•
duit. Lunn has denied any CIA
involvement in FYSA.
Also signing the document,
which called CIA financing of
NSA's international programs
"the only realistic and responsible
alternative available to us at that
time;'' were William T. Dentzer,
now director of the Agency for International Development (AID) in
Peru; James M. Edwards, a NPW
York attorney; Stanford I. Glass,
a Chicago attorney; Ray Farabee,
a Texas attorney; Harold Bakken; Donald A. Hoffman; Richard A. Rettig; Edward R. Garvey,
a University of Wisconsin Law
School student; and Gregory M.
Gallo, a student at Harvard University Law School.
Shaul said that Stephen J. M.
Robbins, NSA's president 196465, could not be located. Other
sources said Robbins had refused
to sign the statement. Philip
Sherburne and Eugene Groves,
the student group's current and
immediate past president, also did
not agree to the statement. Both

t-l()T 'lt;i'.. euT

had been instrumental in ending
the NSA-CIA ties.
Now an attorney in Akron,
Ohio, Shaul has been associated
with four CIA-financed student
groups. He was an officer of the
Independent Research Service in
1962, NSA president, internattonal affairs vice-president of the
United States Youth Council
(USYC), and is currently a vicepresident of the world Assembly
of Youth (WAY), headquartered
in :ijrussels, Belgium.
Accompanying Shaul to the
press conference was Leonard
Bebchick, a former NSA international affairs vice-president, who
negotiated· the lease on the student organization's CIA-financed
Washington offices. Bebchick said
he was present as "a friend of Mr.
Shaul's.''
On Capitol Hill, the possibility
of a public Congressional inquiry
into domestic CIA operations appeared remote. Late last week,
criticism of CIA financing of numerous American and the foreign
groups had all but halted.
But in the international press,
there was a growing furor. NSA
and the CIA were condemned by
the Soviet news media and by the
Paris-based leftist journal Jenne
Afrique.
Radio Havana charged that CIA
activities constituted interference
in the affairs of foreign countries
"in a manner that very few dare
to defend.''
A Havana broadcast said that
CIA financing of NSA, the International
Student
Conference
(ISC), and the World Assembly
of Youth was "nothing less than
a bribe, a bribe to a small minority of student and youth leaders
at the top who are prepar.ed to
betray the interests of the members that they are supposed to
represent.''
In Spain, the newspaper
ARRIBA said in an editorial that
CIA funds were ''the funds of reptiles.'' It was charged that antiFranco student groups werl! being financed by the Agency.
A Bucharest (Rumania) radio
report said that NSA's international activities, which included
the passing of informatiqn to the
CIA ab!>ut foreign student leaders, created a situation in which
"a number of young people, both
from the United States and other
countries, came under police attention for their progressive and
democratic opinions or activities.''
Al-Ahram, a Cairo newspaper,
charged that CIA operations were
"hostile to the peoples of the
Iibera ted countries and hostile to
the hopes of the American people
in forming their own public organizations, free of all monopolistic domination and control.''
Continued the Egyptian paper,
·"The CIA's method of infiltrating
public prganizations l!ngaged in
international )Jopular activities is
no different in its aims than the
theories behind aggressive limited wars, the best current example
being the Vietnamese war, which
i!• a threat to world peace."
East German radio commenta·
tors said the CIA-NSA alTair was
a "big scandal'' in which millions
of dollars had been received ''for
subversive activities abroad.''
'fhere was also comment in the
African ami Latill American
press.
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Photo Art Show ~mphasizes ·New Techniques
By BRIAN LEO
Soon the photography show at
Jon son Gallery will be down and
then normal images of this art
form can return. But until that
time, about two weeks from now,
the !lxperiments exhibited will
have to be witnessed by as many
of the student body as possible.
The show is a product of the
graduate semin<J.r in photography
conducted by Van Deren Coke,
the chairman of the Art Department. The concern of that seminar and the exhibition is with
newer ways. of producing pictures.
Various Technique
These pictures 1·epresent a quotient of the means which could
reasonably be found to expand

the process of photographing.
There's a certain getting inside
the camera, to deal inquisitively
with all the chronology and chemistry of the media.
0 f ten this experimentation
shuts out a range of communicability of the chosen image. It can
substitute a mutable and ambiguous image, which slides back
into the darkroom, shutte1·, and so
flees meaning and ultimately,
worth.
Priorities in the mental process
will tell, in ways of strength and
applicability of the photographic
product, not in the validity of the
'quotient' as such. These photographs rise well above the question of their validity, they are

much else after being ratified by
meeting their intent as experiment.
Questions of Power
I am concerned with the fact
that some of the photos have a
sense of experiment which does
not seem to have too long a future.
Some photos by Cavillierre
Ketchem and Jim Kraft have begun some distance too late for
inclusion with many other of the
very good examples. The priority
of idea and committment, as a
basis for a will, (or necessity) to
experiment, is excellently shown
in work by Harold Jones and Ted
Forman. It is a matter of how
germinal this course could be for

these graduate students, and if
some of their efforts repl·esent a
recessive, or passing interest.
Dynamic movement
James A!inder's work involves
the mutual scanning of a camera
and a model, in most instances,
and is presented more as record
than as diagram. Forman's diagrams hover beyond the lens, then
unexpectedly give an impression
of observing the viewer, and recording our impressions.
Mr. Co]{e's photographs are the
most adept in their containment
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For you to odd on important dimension to your education , , , and to your
life. If you've forgotten God, you've lost a vital dimension of living. First
Baptist Church extends an invitalion to UNM students to seek and worship
God at First. Join other college age youth each Sunday at 9:30 In the Youth
Center at 123 Broadway S.E. for interesting programs, Bible study ond fellowship. Sunday morning, March 12, you can see "Is God Dead?", o ploy written
and performed by UNM students. Add a dimension, it's as

Campus

Display Excellent Exhibits
By JIM PATTERSON
There are five museums or galleries on UNM's campus that
offer students and the public an
oppol·tunity to see excellent exhibits of art, geological specimens and anthropological relics,
The Union Gallery, University
Art Museum, Jonson Gallery,

Tuition Increase
Is 'Recommended
(Continued from page 1)
the individual institutions for administrative costs.
"The tuition set by the state
goes only for educational instruction," McConnnell said. "The base
for UNM is $75 a student with
the additional costs being added
by the University :for administrative fees and services.''
"The bill would raise the base
tuition cost to $210 a year for
residents and $720 a year for
non-residents," McConnell said.
Uegents Set Costs
"The state sets the tuition. rates
and the Board of Regents set the
fees and service costs," he continued.
The increase in tuition would
effect about 25,000 full-time students in the state. "When we
drew up the bill we assumed that
there would be no significant decrease in resident enrollment,"
McConnel ]said.
The bill will probably be studied
after being introduced today, McConnell said. It must be approved
and probably amended by House
and Senate Committees and then
approved by both bodies. "It's still
a long way from being final but
there will probably be action
taken by next Saturday," McConnell said.
He said he thought the bill
stood a good chance of being approved. He also said that in an·
ticipation of the tuition increase
the UNM printing plant has held
up publication of the suJnme1·
catalog.

Anthropology and Geology Museum are notable exhibits.
Union Gallery Hours
The Union Gallery is located
in the ballroom of the Union and
is open from 7 :80· to 10 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday; '7.:80
to midnight on Friday and from
noon til 10 :30 p.m. on Saturdays
and Sundays.
The gallery is currently showing reproductions of ilower
paintings titled "A Garden of
Flowers.'' Union Gallery features
a wide range of art works-from
children's art to works from the
Chinese Ming Dynasty,
U. Art Museum Shows Cubism
University Art Museum is
among the finest of its kind in
the state. It is currently exhibiting a show titled "Cubism: Its
Impact on the United States.''
This art museum regularly
shows the world's greatest artists' works, and it also has a fine
permanent collection that is constantly improving and growing.
University Art Museum is
open daily from noon to 5 p.m.
except for Saturday and Monday. It is in the Fine Arts Center.
Photographer Exhibit
Jon son Gallery is at 1909 Las
Lomas NE and is now displaying the works of "Seven Photographers.'' Jonson is open daily
from noon to 6 p.m. The works
found in Jonson Gallery are often
by local or faculty artists and
Jonson Gallery has some excellent shows.
The Anthropology Museum is
in l.'Oom 106 of the Anthropology
building. Some of the finest relics
of past man's life are found in

SIMPLE AS 123 Broadway S.E.
Each Sunday Morning

the
Anthropology
Museum.
Weapons, clothing, jewelry and
eating utensils used by man
hundreds of years ago are featured. The exhibitions are on display Tuesday through Saturday
from 9 to 4 p.m.
Geology Museum
UNM's Geology Museum is in
room 107 of the Geology building.
'I'he Geology department has collected some of the world's finest
rocks, minerals, and fossil specimens. A fluorescence-phosphorescence exhibit is one of many
featUl'ed; it subjects rocks and
minerals to short-wave ultraviolet light and they show magnificent colors. The museum's
hours are from 8:00 to 10:00 p.m.
from Monday through Saturday.

CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS
1/3 OFF
ON

Civil War Group
Presents Grant
A UNM student from Albuquerque is this year's recipient of
the United Daughters of the Confederacy scholarship.
Leslie Chapman, a junior working toward a double major of
English and government, is the
daughter of the Lee H. Marmons,
218 Amherst SE. She and her husband reside at 419 Vassar Dr. SE.

Listen to KUNM

HOLIDAY OR ANY DAY

90.1 Mcs.

TTA Youth Fare Identification Cards, for
young adults 12 to 22, permit unlimited
travel throughout the TTA six slate system
with confirmed reservations any day, any
flight, and at lh off the regular applicable
one-way fare.
A Youth Fare Identification Card, good for
onG year from date of issuance, costs only
$10 and is honored by most other airlines,
apply today!
For information call your ITA College Sales
Manager.

if she doesn't give it to you •••
-get it yourself!

listen to KUNM

.i

Tom Key
296·4168

CLIP COUPON and mail with membership fee
Sales Department, TIA
P. 0. Box 60188,
Houston, Texas 77060

Leaders Wanted
For Orientation
· The UNM New Student Orientation Committee, in attempting
to coordinate all new student
orientation fl'Om freshman to
graduatn student, has announced
that applications for discussion
leaders are available at the
Union,
Responsibilities for a discussion
leader include one meeting around
the 18th week of the first semester and olle pre-school meeting
during orientation week. More inw
formation can be obtained from
Dan Romerb or Pam Fink in the
activities center.

·---

SIMPLE AS

1

Five Galleries

of photographic experiment within intl·icate visual matrices. Arnold Gassan's rigid images are
perhaps the most conventional of
the gorup, but radiate concern
and sensitivity.
As we have said, the importance of this show is in its catalytic force within the metier of
the exhibitors. The puncturing of
the 'formulation' behind the show
by the rightness and power of
many of the images constitutes a
magnetic display, of lasting impressiveness and sureness.

It's As

Flowers Fossils Are Shown

•

By Dan O'Nftill

.,
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Application For Youth Fare Identification Card
(PLEASE PRINT)

Age

Applicant's Nama
Address

State

city

School Attending
Date of Birth
Height
Weigh!
Card No. Issued

c.ro....,

Color Hair

Date

.At

Exp. Date

Issued Bl'
Cologne, 6 oz., $4.5b
Aller Shave, 6 or,, $3.50
Deocklr•nt Slfcfc, $1.75
_
auddila coloan• Gift Packap,.J.2 oz.,
Spray tor.atHt, $3.50
lluHha S..p Gift Set, $4.01)
4 oz., fi.OO
After Silava,4·H.; $2.!10

Date of 22nd Bltthday
Color Eyes

Card Holder's Signature
Application Must Be Accompanied by $10.00
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UNM Dance Workshop Starts Friday
A lecture demonstration will
open the three nightly programs
startin!? Friday at 8:30 p.m. and
extending through Sunday, March
19, for the UNM Dance Work~
shop.
Elizabeth Waters, who has
been creating wo1•ks for the work·
shop since her start at UNM
twenty years ago, will present
the opening number in the Recital
Ha11 of the Fine Arts Center.
As choreogra,Pher and narrator
she will demonstrate the many
skills she has developed while advocating training and discipline
to her students. She has supervised costumes, arranged music
and by her own example inspired
them to amazing heights.
Six student chot·eographers will
be re,Presen ted along with Miss
Waters. To "Dance Rhythms" by
Wallingford Riegger, her ChH<h'en's Dance Workshop will perform. Its members include Lisa
Bumken, Andrea Evers, Claire
Intress, Katherine Jamison, Laurie Mlyneck, Hallie Neuman,
Debby Neuman, Heen O'Nan, Susan Savage, Meri Wakeland and
Sara Wakeland,
Six dancers presenting her
treatment of "Brazilian Folk
Women's Lament" by Lorival
Caymmi will include Dorothy Bernadette, Patsy Gregory, Terry
Green, Nancy Lee, Shelach Swinson and Marlen Zigler.
Culminating the entire program
will be "Homecoming on Any
Campus," Miss Waters' satirical
presentation. It will be complete
with queen, football team and
post celebration.
Student choreo,:rrflcpfte'i!i include
Patsy Gregory, Marilyn Moe, Ann
Kirschner, Penny York, Erlinda
Berry, and J en n i f e r Predock
who reorganized an experimental
dance composed by Ann Halprin.
The list of dancers includes
Cecil Baylor, Erlinda Berry, Ca-

Emlnen\ Bio\og\sts
Visit U.Next Month

Journalism Bid!!.)

A'fTENOANT A~WAYS ON DUTY

e COIN OPERATED
Dry Cluanlnu
~au !I dry

e

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Dry C(Qaniog-Pre55ing
Finilhed Shirl$
B A.M.-8 p.M. (or until you finish)
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THE UNM DANCE WORKSHOP will present its three spring concerts in the Fine Arts Center Recital
Hall beginning at 8:15 p.m. Friday and continuing nightly through Sunday, Tickets are on sale at the
music office in the Fine Arts Center and will also be available at the door. Taldng part in a satirical
presentation of "Homecoming" are dancers, left to right, Nancy Cozby, Dorothy Bernadette and Sta•
cey Studebacker.
rolyn Bennett, Dorothy Bernadette, Sam Bowe, Amy Bunting,
Nancy Cozby, Judy Fair, Raymond Gere, Terry Green, Patsie
Gregory, Bayita Garoffolo, Timothy Haynes, Gary Kirk, Ann
Kirschner, Nancy Lee, Marilyn
J:lioe, Susan lviorrison, Susan Morton, Doris Neuman, Jennifer Predock, Christina Sanders, Stacy
Studel)aker, Marn Swanson, SheIach Swinson, Karen Thomas, M.
Hammond Wright, Penny York
and Marlen Zigler.
James Galloway, Albuquerque
composer, will conduct Dancer's
World with other musicians in·
eluding Margaret Wells, Ann Littleton, David Morgan, and Robert
Caldwell.
Chris Wagener and Robert
King are serving as lighting deaignets with Ralph Mirabal in
charge of sound assisted by Al·
bert Leffler and William Byrnes.
Tickets are being sold at the
music department office until
shortly before each performance
when they will be sold at the Recital Hall. There is a $1.50 charge
for adults and 75 cents for children and students.

The first visiting committee of
distinguished scholars and professionals, as provided for by a Danforth Foundation grant, will be
on the University of New Mexico
campus April 9-11 to visit the
biology department, UNM president Tom L. Popejoy announced.
The :four prominent biologists
were invited by the University
administration and the biology
department to look over the department's operations and make
any recommendations, s u g g e s tions, or comments they deem advisable.
The visiting committee is headed by Dr. Arthur W. Galston, a
Yale University professor of biology. Other members o:f the group
are Dr. George Sprugel, Jr., chief
1
scientist for the U.S. National
C ippers
Park Service; Dr. Grover C. SteClippers, the Navy ROTC womphens, professor of zoology at the en's auxiliary, will hold a rush
University of Minnesota; and Dr. party Thursday, Mar. 16 at 3:30
C. Ladd Prosser, professor of p.m. in the wardroom of the
zoology and physiology at the Stadium building. All interested
_U_n_iv_e_r_s_it.:_y_o_f_l_ll_in_o_i_s._ _ _ _ __:;women are invited to attend.

Car Bash Planned
By Circle ·~· Club
Circle "K" Club, social .m·ganization at UNM:, is offering an
outlet to the week's frustrations
through a car bash beginning at
9:30 a.m. Friday, March l.'i',· in
front of the Union.
·
The public is invited ·to liash
until. the <;a;: Js...9e§.m~ for ten
centS a bas}} OJ,: three. for a qual:·
ter. Proceeds will go to send tne
organization to the Southwe~tt
District· Confiio"·~}5HT 7-9, ib
:
Flagstaff', J\.:ci~.
•
--~------~~~-

.
. :Dam~s . : :

.

Kappa

The Kappa Chapter of· the
UNM Dames Club will meet
Thursday, Mar. 16 at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 231G of the Union. Women attending UNM, wives of stuwents, and faculty wives are invited to attend.

$19,950 Grant Set
for Medical School

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
me's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again

in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishmep.t by mad
scientists, me still
writes first time, every·
time. And no wonder.
nxc's "Dyamite" Ball
· 'is the' }i'a'tdest mll\h1'
made, CO{::!SC:d

"CAESAR AND CLEOPATRA," a comedy by George Bernard
Shaw. is now on and will be presented by the UNM drama department at Rodey Theater through March 19. Playing the title
roles are D. Masters, left, and Alicia Sweetnam. Admission is
free for students with activity cards but reservations should be
made in advance. The box office at Rodey Theater is open from 3
to 6 p.m. daily; telephone 277·4402.

..
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By Student Committee-

A $19,9u0 grant fox· the purchase of research equipment has
been givew hr"'tbe. Nn«o~~ Sci..;<~ ' P
en<:e l!'ounllation £0'th'l! "I)"hys10'r6gy'l•' )I "
departme~~ -~- t~s !;tn1~'e/O-~ity of~.,..!l
New MeXl!l91i~~ ;li!(tihtiE~:..:'
Department chamnan, ~r. ~itr
by sndistic studm1ts.
ney Solomon, ·said the money
Get the dynamic
be ·used to biiy a tllre·e-cMnnel
lllC 13uo at.your.
sciritillatim1' c i>'un t e r '!ilid. 1\tl
campus
store now.
atomic• 'allslil')H:ioli' ·· s~et!tto'})lmto·
nieter. ' .
Wt.l,ftMAII·BIC PEII C(lt\11,
The fiJ:st"device, ·he' -explained,
... Mll.fOl\0, &OJIH,
may be used to measure three
different radioisotopes at the
snme time. The other unit is used
for the measurement of small
quantities of vnrious ions in biological fluids.

Language Requirement of A&s·
To Be Studied in Questionnaire

'l'he language requirement of
the College of Arts and. Sciences
will be studied by a Student Senate ad hoe committee in a. sample
questionnaire to be sent to 500
students asking various. questions
concerning the requirement.
Student Senator. Steve van Dresser, chairman of .the committee,
told the LOBO last night. that the
sample will be. controlled. The re•
suits will be closely studied to
determine student and faculty
opinion in regards to the A&S
language requirement.
The College of Arts and Sciences presently require that all
of its students complete the equivalent of four semesters of a language to qualify for a degree in
that college, For most students
this involves 12 hours of language
study.

will

HOUSE Of HALLMARK
e>ffers the largest selections of St,
PoJrick's and faster tards 111 this area,

Also

Van Dl'esser indicated that the··
major purpose of the. .. study is
to review the pros and cons of the
requirement and discover the sen•
timents about it among students•.
Approach Faculty
He added that the committee
will approach key faculty personnel with the results of the
study, and make appropriate recomendations, especially if the
weight of the opinion is one way
or the other.
Other members of the committee are Student Senators Cleve
Seamon and Linda Nunn.

The lUain problem now facing
Student Senate is . a faltering
image, said TolU Horn, Horn
made thi.s statement to the LOBO
in announcing his candidacy for
the office of ASUNM president.
He said that Student Senate
has not used its influence as it
could have, and stated that, "only
through the office of president can
we work to improve this image.
Student government must naturally revolve around the presi·
dent. This is where the most can
be done," said Horn.
Failing Four Ways
Horn said that as he sees it,
senate is failing in fo11r main
areas. "FirJ>t of ;~.11," he said, "in
the image the students themselves
have of senate. This is evidenced,"
said Horn, "by the small turnout
(only 10 percent) in the last student body elections." Many students he said feel that senate does
nothing or very little,
Secondly, he said the faculty
does not have the right attitud!l
towards student government. We
have to build up our image in
the eyes of the faculty said Horn.
Outside Image
Another side of the faltering
image said Horn is the outside
image, especially with regard to
the state legislature. He said that
"we need to build a better raport
·between the university and the
legislature.'' He asserted that
many legislators have never even
seen the University, As a result
they do not understand the problems which the University faces.
This is especially true, he said,
in regard to the current budget
bill being discussed by the legis..
lature,
Finally, Horn said, the attitude.
that student government ·bas had
gv_ie your dothes·

· SOnitone ·
Professional caret
Cal' U3-567l:

UNM SPECIAL
STUDENT DISCOUNT

towards its own :function is not
good. He said "too often we work
in our little shell and do not let
the students know what we're
doing,"

lOc off
Hamburger
Cheese Burger
Burger • Boy

All Pizza$
Enchilada
Taco Plate

Mexicqn Dinner
Chili • Burger

Okie Joe's
RESTAURANT
1720 Central SE

Does beer
improve with age 1
0

definitely

0

0

definitely not

not indefinitely

Some people have the notion
that the longer beer is aged,
the better. But ask our brewmaster and he'll say, "Only up
to a point."
He puts it this way: "Just continuing
to store beer in lagering tanks at a brewery will make it continually older. But
not continually better. Storing a case of
beer in your basement for a couple of
months won't help it any either. What's
really important is how the beer is aged.'!
If it's Beechwood Aged, it's beer that
can't get any better. " . ·
Of course, that rather limits the
number of beers that qualify. In fact,
you can.count 'em.on one finger.

Budweisec
700 Broadway NE

KING OF BEERS • 1\NHEUSER·BUSCH,INC. • ST. lOUIS
NEWARK • lOS ANGElES • TAMPA •· HOUSTON

200 Wyomin; SE

o e o go-togothurs

All paper g<>ods far the Brid• io be.
Free Wadding Planner book with
Complete Order.

,,

C<>me In and Compare

35()1 lomas Blvd. NE

90.1 Mcs.

Faltering Image in Senate
Is Now Visible, Says Horn

2\06 CllNTRAI. SE

~~ . ilii

Listen to KUNM

Influence Not Used

CAMPUS LAUNDRY and
CLEANING
(A(I'Qillrllm
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UNM Cultural Committee Presents

Free to
New Mexico
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A new booklet, published by a
non-profit educational foundation, tells which career field lets
you make the best use of all
your college training, including
liberal-arts courses-which
career field offers 100,000 new
jobs every year-which· career
field produces more corporation
: presidentS than ~tny other-what . ·
. starting salary you can expect.
~ Just send this ad with your name
: and address. fhi$ 24-page,
; career-guide.booklet, "Oppor·
~ tunities in Selling1" ,will be
: mailed to you. No cost' or oblf.
• gatlon. AddreM:•<;ouncil on Op~

ponuntttes,SSO P'Jfth Ave.,New
York .36, N.. Y.,
·

.

·Lobo.
Men's .Stay
Famous Name
Prest
5h. Op. Corduroy Slacks
2120 (EN'I'RAl Sf
2.tf-69s.t ..

.NOWtPRICE

'.:

long
Steeve·.·

SPORT
and
DRESS

SHIRTS
.'

:.

,

•

..

·"-UQ

PETE

OUR MEN

(Continued fron1 page 1)
at the half. They rallied somewhat
by cutting the le11.d to 4 when a
technical foul was called on Daniels fOJ.' grabbing the ball out of
Lloyd's hands, when he was out of
bounds. The nation's greatest free
thrower ever easily made the
cha1·ity toss giving the team the
5 point advantage.
Rutge1•.s quickly increased theh·
lead after that point. With just
four minutes gone in the half the
Scarlets Jed by 10 and upped it to
as much as 14. New Mexico cut
the lead to eight points with just
under eight minutes left before
Rutgers increased their lead to
14 with 7:54 left in the ~arne
when New Mexico was caJled for
goal tending.
In the final moments the pl·essing Lobos made a surge but
couldn't contain Lloyd and his
surprising teammates well enourrh
to turn the tide. Nelson led the
comeback as he stole the ball 3
times. Once under the basket,
Daniels and Monroe tried for a
basket, but couldn't get the ball
to go in.
That was the story the entire

'..

'

florida Art Display
Shows Adams' Work
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Lithography, one of Clinton
Adams' many compelling interests
as artist and college administrator, again has brought him spe·
cial recognition.
.
His work, "Enchantress," was
one of 63 shown at the 1967 Florida State University Art Symposium and National Lithography
Exhibition. A fellow colleague in
the UNM College of Fine Arts
where Adams is dean, Garo Z,
Antreasian was also represented
in the show.
Another e x am p 1 e of Dean
Adams' work is included in the
Lytton Collec~ion of Contemp?rary Califo~ma Art on ~xh1b1t
through March 30 at Occidental
College, Calif.

night for the Lobo::;.
Usually Rutgers depends solely
on Lloyd and Valvano, but against
New Mexico, sophomore center
Bob Greacen hit for 17 points.
Rounding out the Rutgers scoring
anothe!' sophomore Dick Stewart
had 4 points and Rick Harley had
7 points.
On the Lobos side of the ledgel',
Daniels had 19, to go with the 29
points Monroe and Nelson had between them. Morgan had only 3
points, Ron Sanford had 5 and
Don Ho(lver hit for 4 points.
New Mexico was expected to
control the boards easily as they
averaged nearly three inches per
man taller than the Rutgers team.
But the rebounding kept the Scarlet Knights in the game.
Rutgers' coach Bill Foster
thought that Greacen and Harley
did a tremendous job on the
boards against New Mexico. Nelson said he thought the boards
made the difference.
Some of the Providence followers again joined the UNM Chaparrals and cheerleaders, but could
hardly be heard in the continual
roar of the Scarlet Knight rooters.
The Chaparrals were popular
even with the Rutgers fans, the
entire Rutgers cheering section
was quiet three times during the
game as the Knight's pep band
played the Chaparrals routines.
The thin-clad females got good
reviews in the N.ew York Newf!papers.
This was the last collegiate
game for the six New Mexico seniors. The four starters Ed Burwit~ anrf T< P.n Flsh<>r Pnded th!!ir
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REINHEARDT

AUT-O-CAR
BAINES SHAMROCK STATION
SOOYALE SE

FREE CAR WASH TOKEN WITH FILLUP
(B Gal. Min.)
SlUDENT SPECIAL (With Student Card)
lS% Discount on all accessories
20% Discount on all labor

HARRAH'S
RENO AND LAKE TAHOE, NEVADA

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Be a part of one of N~vada's largest ~asil1o-Restaura~t operations. Spend
your summer in the High Sierras, Nevada's finest recreational playground.
Interviews will·be held on Campus March 30 and 31st. All applicants must be
21 years of age and present 9 c!r9ft cord or birth certificate as proof of age.
Good appeorance and grooming required.
Informational Ori~ntation Meeting will be held Wednesday, March
4:30P.M. at Biology Building, ~oom 100.
ContQct your Student

29t~ at
·~

Pl~ce~ent Office for further detQils.

Members of the Union Board
and the Union Program Direc,
torate discussed the possibility of
reorganizing the structure of the
two groups to develop flexibility
and more efficient operations at
a meeting Monday.
"We were playjng around with
a relatively new idea to develop
potential and relevant program.
ming," said Kirby Krbeck, assistant Director of the Union.
"The whole thing is new and will
still have to be worked out."
New Systems Must Be Developed
Staff members of the Union,
including Krbeck, Union Director
William Bierbaum, Activities Director Ken Gatta~:~ and Ron Waldo
told student members of the board .
that a .new system .of programming was going to have to be developed if the Union was to keep
pace with current growing trends.
They explained that the Union
was currently running ,programs
that were not running efficiently,
mainly due to lack of interest
from the students. These programs are retained because the
Program Directorate charter provide for these functions.
Because of tradition these programs are maintained and people
are assigned to the committees,
the staff members explained.
Krebeck said that the staff
UNM STUDENTS (from left) Clyde B. Fulton, Walter F. Huebner, and S. Mark Jones have received
would like to see some arrangetlte
Distinguished .Air Force ROTC Cadet award and theo right to compete on a national level for regu.
ment where core programs such
lar commissions, Only the top 20% of cadets are eligible for this award given on the basis of leader·
as the dance, film and art comship qualities, contributions to the corps, and grade point average,
mittees could be retained and new
committees could be q u i c k 1y
formed for program.s as long ~s
the students were mterested m
them,
- - - - - . - .- - - - - - - - -

Good Show Prom,·sed

Chad and Jeremy
APpeor SOturdoy

':L~~~ ~,. ~,?, .w~ 7 1-1 e Id "';,:.r. .~~.~
..

held this year the week of May
8 to 15, it was annou.nced .last
night by Mark Epstein, chairman
of the Fiesta committee.
Chad and .Jeremy, British-born
Epstein said that he could not
entertainers, will appear at the
release
names of the enterUNM Fine Arts Center Concert tainmentthe
at
this time but promHall at 8 p.m. Saturday night as
ised
a
fantastic
show of entertaina part of "Greek Week" festiviment
for
the
entire
week. He sllid
ties.
that
all
the
contracts
have been
Saturday night's part of the signed, but have not been
returnprogram brings the versatile mu- ed.
sic of 24 year old· Chad Stuart
Starts Monday
and Jeremy Clyde to the UNM
campus. The duo secured a hit
Activities will begin Monday
record in 1964, during the height May 8, with the introduction of
of British domination of popular King and Queen caudidates. Ep•
music with "Yesterday's Gone." stein said this year the election
Since then they produced many for Fiesta King and Queen will
top singles and albums including be ali open one. Epstein did say
their current release, misleading. however the candidates will be
ly-titled "Teenage Failure."
limited probably to juniors and
Tickets for the Chad and seniors.
Jeremy Show are now on sale at
On Tuesday May 9 a fashion
the Concert Ticket office atid the show will be held in the ballroom
Union ticket booth. Admission is of the Union. The King and
$2.
Queen will again be presented at

217-4102.

HELP WANTED
LARGE firm Can use two Sophs or J'rs.
w/car for part time work now an~ full
time in summer. Scholarships avatlable.
Call 855·9331, 6 to 7 p.m. Wednesday
only,
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: '65 MGB blue R<(adster. Wire
wheels, radio, Like new. Gomg overseas,
Price $1790. Phone 242-8174.

3/9, 10, 13, 15.
G E Unit with Garrard AT·60 changer,
i ·AM·FM MPX radio. See at 304 Spruce
NE, Apt. I, after 7 p.m. only/,
3 15, 16, 17.
1960 TR3, $500. Call ~99-6396 after 5 :3()
·
p.m. or 299•7416 after 5 p,m.
,
a115, 1o, 17•

I
I

Senator Asserts

Required In Union,
Directors Assert

AUTOMATIC CAR WASH NOW OPEN!

college care(lrs. Dl\niels and Monroe are expected to be drafted by
pro basketball teams.
The high point of the tournament for Rutgers before beating
New Mexico was visiting and dining with Lynda Bird Johnson and
George Hamilton at lunch. Lynda
Bird and her actor-escort asked
to meet the Rutgers team and
vlsited with each player individually,

CLASSIFlED' ADVERTISING RATES'
4 line ad., G6f-4 · times, $2,00. Im~ertlons
must be subm tted by noon on day before
publication to Room 169, Student Publications Building, or telephone 217-4002 or

.
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Efficient System
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WANT ADS
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Wednesday May 10, a night
dance will be held in the ballroom
of the Union with a western band.
There will also be a pie eating
contest at the dance.
.
King and Queen
Elections for King and Queen
will be held on Thursday may 11
in the ballroom may 8 to 5 p.m.
A barbeque will also be held for
all dorm students starting at 5
p.m. At 7 p.m. there will be a
student talent show held in front
of the Union mall, outside the
Union.
Friday May 12 there will be
different Mexican and western
bands playing throughout campus.
At 3 p.m. there will be a western
dance outside in front of the
Union, The midway will get underway at 7 p.m. at Tingley Colliseum. The dance will start at 9
p.m. The winners of the King and
Queen contest and the winners of
the heard growing contest will be
aunounced.

dent who wishes to enter the
beard growing contest may sign
up at the Alpha Phi Omega desk
in the Union. The contest was
started last week. All signups
must be clean shaven at the time
they register.
The annual Fiesta rodeo will
begin at 12 p.m. Saturday May 15
at the Sheriff's posse.

NM Schools Get
Four Fellowships
New Mexico will be alloted 4
of 800 fellowships allocated to
prospective elementary and sec·
ondary school teachers by the U.S1
Office of Education.
The program provides for up
to two years of graduate study on
a full-time basis leadin!l' to an
advanced degree other than th(
doctorate.

FORRE~T

I EFFICIENCY npartmenta, 1 block west o!
UNM, $79.50 to $85.00 all utilities t>tUd.
Some with. iJhprovements. Furnished, oilstreet par!i'lng. Call Sant Cooper, 26585711 eves:'842-8280. C«ird·Nonis Realty,
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE npartment, 2 bedroom, new fnrn·
ishlngs, elllelellcy kitchen. AU utilities included. Call Sam COoper, 266-8571, eves,
842-8280. Caird·Norris Realty, 2/6, 9, 10.

SS396
Suddenly, you're elsewhere

SERVICES
CLEAN, 6ll and adjust portable. typewriters . $9.00, Electric $12.50, . Stand!lrd
$11.00. Special for UNM Student.. Free
piek up & deliverY. E & E Typc.,.rlter
Setviee, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243-0588.
FLIGHT Instruction. $12.60 per hr. Dual
instruction ln a Cherokee 160. I'hone
8/9, 10, 18, 15.
842-8585.
LOST

tOST: Squash blossom N~klace. On Saturday M«rch 4. Unlvers•w Arena tire&
R<!Wa~ oll'eted, Phone 344·1846. ,. •
3/9, 10, lo, lv.
LOST & FOUND
LOST: Our Pet. Small female Be!llFie.
'l'ricolored-blnck, white, and tan. Mum,
fng approximately three wcel<s, UNM
area. Reward offered. Phone 242-6562.
8/18, lG, lG.

One drive in an SS 396 and you'll fin~ yourself committed to a new way of changmg the
scene. Chevrolet took its spirited new 32?·
horsepower vg and team?d. it with ? sp~ctal
3-speed full-synch transm1ss1on, ~u~ It all ~n a
sleek Fisher Body ..• and there It 1s: Owck·
Size departure from whatever's been boring

you.

There's a 350-horsepower version available
for that extra kick and, as you'll quickly discover, the Turbo Hydra-Matic is the most
advanced transmission Chevrolet has ever
offered. Shift it yourself, or put it on "D" and
forget it.
SS 396. Wastes very little time getting you
where you'd rather be.

Try it now during Chevy's Bonanza Sale at your Chevrole~ dealer's

U. Non-Resident Enrollment is Stable
By JUDY ROGERS
While spring registration fig.
ures at UNM increased by 6 per
eent over last year, the percentage of out of state students attending the University has remained fairly stable according to
statistics recently l'l!leased by
J.C. MacGregor, director of ad·
missions and registrar.
Students from New :Mexico
number 10,324, while 11833 or 15
per cent of the studant body, are
non residents from other states
and nround the world. 'rite largest
number of out of stl\tli studeuts
are from California, 'l'i!xas, New
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York, Illinois and Colorado.
MacGregor noted during an in~
terview that the percerttage of
non-residents has remained fairly
stable for the past year instead
of increasing. He attt·ibuted. this
to both the increase in tuition last
fall and to the war in Viet Nam.
"The increase in tuition did
have an effect on out of state en·
rollment, but it must also be
pointed out that the tuition at
UNM is minimal in comparison
to that at many other state uni•
versities,11 he said.
MacGregor said that multiple
applications made by high school

students worried about getting
into college also effect enrollment.
"Almost 25 per cent of the admissions process goes down the
drain because of multiple applicatiotls and acceptances," he said.
Two years ago a new ruling was
passed on academic requirements
for admission to the University.
UNM does not have to accept
every applicant from the state,
New Mexico applicants must
have a minimal C high school
average, and out of state stu•
dents must have a C plus average
to be considered· for admissiort.
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Asked whether he felt that
academic requirements had gotten harder within the University,
MacGregor said:
''Academic standards get harder as high school standards get
harder and students al'e better
prepared.''
There is some indication that
UNM students might be facing
another increase in tuition. If the
State Legislature approves the
general appropriations bill which
requires mandatory tuition increases at state universities, the
tuition for both New Mexico resi*
dents and out of state students
will be raised,

Campaign Ruling
Is 'Unfair to Poor'
By CHUCK REYNOLDS
An Elections Committee ruling
concerning the upcoming student
government elections "may pui
the poor man at an extreme dis.
advantage," Student Senator
Steve van Dresser said last night.
The ruling provides for a "recommendation" that candidates
keep their campaign expenditures
within the committee's limits.
Senator Kathy Rail said she
was the only member of the committee to vote against the ruling.
''We have a much better chance
of controlling campaign expenditures if we set a definite dollar
amount with much stronger lan·~·
guage," she said,
Present Limits ~'Too High"
Van Dresser added that "money
can buy votes indirectly, and I
think the present amounts are
too high anyway."
The committee has set an
amount of $15U for presidential
candidates, $100 for vice presidential candidates, and $50 for aena..
torial candidates. Formerly the
amounts were $35 for senatorial
candidates and $50 for all others.
Van Dresser said that the former limits were "adequate."
Senator Bob McGeorge remarked that he was "definitely
against the weak language of the
ruling," and added that "there
are always people on campus who
are willing to spend quite a bit
of money on a campaign."
+
Possibility of Complaints
Miss Ra1J also said that the
way it is now set up, complaints
will come up after the election
and it will be extremely awkward
to try to remedy the situation
then.
.ASUNM president Dan Dennison told the LOBO last night that
he thought the new amounts wero
"more realistic," and added that
"there is no way you can tell pre·
cisely how much is spent in a
campaign. The greatest reliance is
on the honesty o£ the candidates."
"It's possible to buy your way
into office, but the voters usually
detect this before an election," he
added. "Nevertheless, a flat sum
s h o u l d probably be set with
stronger enforcement powers,~
Dennison said,

Volunteered to Go

Med School Dean
Aids in. Viet Nom
Dr. William S. Curran, assistant dean of the UNM School of
Medicine, is in South Viet Nam
for 60 days under the American
Medical Association's Voluntec~
Physicians for Viet Nam Program.
The program supplies medical
care to the civilian population of
South Viet Nam. A serious shortage of native physicians exists:
there are only 100 caring for 16"
million South Vietnamese.
Volunteer physicians serve a
60-day tour of duty at one of 18
provincial hospitals. Their services are eutirely unpaid except
fo1• transportation <iosts and a
small allowance.

Student Aids
The deadline for student ap.
plications for financial aid :fot
the 1967 Summer Session ill
May 1. Applications may be
picked up in the Student
office at auytime during
tar office hours.

